Nestbox

Introduction

Here. Stop. Breathe in… breath out. Make
the bed for the night, brew up some tea.
Freedom. The mind stops processing
everything and the heart begins to feel.
No need to deal with the hotel check-in,
when breakfast is served and if we will
even come across any lodging. Don't
plan, “nest” wherever you want. And if you
don't like the spot you're at? Just move
on down the road a bit further. Heading
out for adventure has never been easier.

Idea

Ever had the urge to just get up and head out for adventure?
To embark on a journey with no particular place to go? To unchain
yourself – from lodging, conditions, limits and boundaries?
To experience endless possibilities and absolute freedom? To
sleep under the stars while still enjoying the comforts of home?
The Nestbox camper conversion kit grants you all these wishes.
Just install it in the back of your vehicle and you can hit the road
to wherever your heart or the GPS takes you. And when the trip is
over? The camper conversion kit is just as easy to remove, store in
the garage, and your vehicle can be used again for normal everyday
tasks.

It is formed of a body with space for the stove and water modules,
a fridge or cooler bag and for removable drawers. The body is
made of steel profiles, birch plywood with HPL surface and melamine, stainless steel fasteners and Batyline® outdoor fabrics. The
camper conversion kit is fitted with a lockable sliding mechanism
with a lock that prevents its unwanted removal or insertion or
sliding. Nestbox is secured in the trunk by means of anchoring
straps and anchoring points. The car size is not a limiting factor,
as Nestbox is sure to fit. The size of the vehicle is the VW Multivan
or urban vehicles such as the Subaru Forester or VW Touran. We
manufacture all products locally in the Czech Republic – from the
initial idea, through design, to the actual production.

Why get
Nestbox

1. Quick installation
2. Driving at full occupancy
3. Minimum intervention in the vehicle
4. Compatible
5. Refined details
6. Flexible cooking
7. Easy sleeping set installation
8. Comfortable mattress
9. Material that lasts
10. Award-winning design

Why get Nestbox
Still not convinced? Here are ten reasons why it is worth it to have
your own Nestbox. We warn you though – after reading them,
there will be no going back.
1. Fast installation – you install Nestbox in the vehicle or remove it
in a matter of few minutes.

2. Driving at full occupancy – Nestbox when folded takes up only
part of the trunk space. Thanks to Nestbox, you can take it all with
you.

3. Minimum intervention in the vehicle – we pay attention to mobility and safety alike. Our camper conversion kits can be placed
in almost any vehicle. Four anchor points in the trunk suffice. The
anchoring straps are EU-certified, and each are tested at a 485 lb.
(220 kg.) load.

4. Compatible – the universal concept allows Nestbox's installation in a large number of types of vehicles. And when you consider
the rapid installation... One week you head out with Nestbox, the
next week your brother-in-law borrows it (provided you both have
a similar type of vehicle). The whole family will want it. Just make
sure to keep some free dates for yourself.

5. Refined details – our camper conversion kits not only feature
a high-quality design, but they are also practical. Nestbox offers
a clever way of storing the knife inside the cutting board.

6. Flexible cooking – just slide the module out and you can cook
by your car. Or you can take it out and use it to cook anywhere
away from the vehicle. The burner itself can be completely removed along with a gas cartridge and taken with you on a hike.

7. Easy installation of the sleeping set – mattresses and bed bases
are designed in several variations according to the type of vehicle.
They are easy to deal with and fit universally into a large number
of vehicles. You can unfold the mattress and bed base within a few
seconds with the option of independent support.

8. Comfortable mattress – Sleep is important. No doubt about
it! And we wanted you to get as much rest on the road as you
do at home. The mattress filler consists of a sandwich of two
polyurethane materials wrapped in fleece and covered with highquality upholstery fabric. The bottom side is formed of easily
washable, anti-slip material. During the night, you will not slide
down the mattress, and during the day, you can also use the
mattress outdoors, for a spontaneous picnic.

9. Materials that last – the Nestbox stands out for its steel welded
frame onto which an HPL-faced birch plywood is mounted. Its
material composition stands up to any weather conditions, to any
road, and will stand the test of time. It will be your friend for life
and a particularly reliable partner.

10. Award-winning design – Nestbox products have won the prestigious worldwide Good Design Award and Red Dot Design Award.

Body
material

Steel frame
The basis of the body of all Nestbox models is the steel frame that
makes the camper conversion kit solid and stable. Even after years
of use, they will remain ready and reliable partners.  
Structural steel elements
All steel parts are galvanized to prevent corrosion and are given
a heat-cured, polyester powder coating. Combining these technologies provides a synergistic effect for a far longer service life.
Birch plywood
Birch plywood is mounted on the steel frame, securing its shape
and making it robust and rigid. HPL-faced plywood covers the
working surfaces, and the front of the camper conversion kit is
given an HPL finish to increase durability. Other surfaces feature
a melamine finish or brown waterproof plywood with a hexagonal
pattern.

What
comes with
individual
sets?

Each type of the camper conversion kit features several sets to
meet your preferences and needs.  
Complete set  
This set consists of a body, water module, stove, space intended
primarily for the fridge and the bed, which consists of the bed
base, bed base support and comfortable anti-bacterial mattress.
The price of the set includes one variant of the bed support. You
can choose from the universal support or basic support. For more
information about the bed support, see the chapter Accessories.  

mattress with side sections

bed base with side rails

storage spaces

Complete set+   
Compared to the complete set, this one enables you to use an
enhancement to the sleeping set. For the bed, the bed base is
equipped with side rails, to which the mattress is also adapted.
The full width of the vehicle is thus used for sleeping, thereby widening the space compared to the body by up to 6 in. (15 cm) on
each side.
Kitchen set  
This consists of a main body, water module, stove and space for
a fridge or cooler. This set does not contain a bed.

stove

water module

universal bed base support

storage space intended primarily for a fridge

Which
Nestbox?

Nestbox Comparison

NESTBOX

ROAMER NST 700

ROAMER NST 710

HIKER NST 300

HIKER NST 310

SUPERTRAMP NST 500

CAMPER NST 200

TRAMP NST 25

TYPE OF VEHICLE

VANS

VANS

MPV

VANS

OFF - ROADS

OFF-ROADS, SUV,
COMBI

SUV & COMBI

GAS CARTRIDGES

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

BURNERS

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

STOVE

SHEET METAL FOR WINDPROOFING
REMOVABLE
BAG

×

HIGH DRAWER

×

COMPLETE SET

COMPLETE SET+

KITCHEN SET

WIDE DRAWER
WATER MODULE

CANISTER

2 × 12 L

2 × 12 L

×

×

×

×

×

2 × 12 L

2 × 12 L

1 × 16 L

1 × 16 L

V

PUMP

×

TAP & SHOWER HOSE

×

FOLDING WASH BASIN

×

BAG
BOX
FRIDGE*

×

DOMETIC TCX 21

×

×

×

×

×

DOMETIC CDF 18

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

DOMETIC TCX 14

×

×

ENGEL MT 17 F

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

BED BASE

×

×

×

MATTRESS

×

×

×

COOLING BAG*
BED

×

BED BASE SUPPORT

BED BASE WITH SIDE RAILSI

×

MATTRESS WITH SIDE PARTS

×
HYUNDAI H1,
VW MULTIVAN,
TRANSPORTER,
CARAVELLE T4-T6

MB-V-CLASS, VIANO,
VITO, FORD TOURNEO
CUSTOM, OPEL
VIVARO, RENAULT
TRAFIC

×

PEUGEOT TRAVELLER,
TOYOTA PROACE,
OPEL ZAFIRA
LIFE L2, CITROËN
SPACETOURER

×

×

×

ONE BAG

×

×

RENAULT KANGOO,
KIA CARNIVAL

FIAT DOBLO COMBI,
TOYOTA PROACE L2,
CITROËN
SPACETOURER L2, OPEL
ZAFIRA LIFE L2

×

×

×

TWO BAGS

HYUNDAI H1,
VW MULTIVAN,
TRANSPORTER T4-T6

RENAULT TRAFIC L2

×

×

LAND ROVER
DISCOVERY 4

×

×

NESTBLOCK

VW MULTIVAN T4-T6,
VW CALIFORNIA

MB-V-CLASS, VIANO

×

×

×

×

×

HATCHET

×

×

×

×

CELLING BAG

ACCESSORIES

WINDOW BAGS

* NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

×

Roamer

Nestbox Roamer is the right choice for you if you have a van (e.g.
Ford Transit, Mercedes-Benz Metris and Sprinter) and know that
#vanlife is not just an Instagram hashtag. Roamer offers so much
space and comfort, you just might forget you're not at home.
Roamer includes:
12 V pump, 2× 3 gal. (12 l) water canisters, faucet, shower, sanitary bag, folding sink
2× burners, 1× wide and 1× high storage space, curtains providing wind protection
Dometic fridge TCX 21, Dometic fridge CDF 18 (not included in the price, the type may vary for individual markets)
bed base, bed base support, mattress

Ford Transit
Mercedes-Benz Metris
Ram ProMaster
...

Hiker

Does your heart beat for smaller utility vehicles (Ford Transit
Connect, Ram ProMaster City, Nissan NV200)? In this case, get to
know the Nestbox Hiker, which does not take away from its big
brother in any way; it simply creates the same comfort in a smaller
space.
Hiker includes:
12 V pump, 2× 3 gal. (12 l) water canisters, faucet, shower, sanitary bag, folding sink, storage space
2x burners, 1× wide and 1× high storage space, curtains providing wind protection
Dometic fridge TCX 14 (not included in the price, the type may vary for individual markets)
bed base, bed base support, mattress

Dodge Grand Caravan
Nissan NV200
Ram ProMaster City
...

Supertramp

Supertramp is a camping kit built for those whose adventure
begins beyond asphalt roads, those who are not discouraged by
challenging terrain. Nestbox Supertramp with its width is designed
for off-road vehicles such as the Mercedes-Benz G-Class, Land
Rover Discovery and Jeep Wrangler.
Supertramp includes:
12 V pump, 1× 4.2 gal. (16 l) water cannister, faucet, shower, sanitary bag, folding sink, folding cutting board
2× burners, 1× storage space, curtains providing wind protection
Engel MT 17 F (not included in the price, the type may vary for individual markets)
bed base, bed base support, mattress

Jeep Wrangler
Land Rover Discovery
Mercedes G
...

Camper

Handle business meetings or shopping over the week, and on Friday
afternoon, succumb to the call of the wild. Nestbox Camper can
help you do just that. ”Hatchbacks, mini-vans and SUVs” – Camper
can turn your vehicle into your favorite place to live on wheels.
Camper includes:
12 V pump, 1× 4 gal, (16 l) water cannister, faucet, shower, sanitary bag, folding sink, folding cutting board. The module
cannot be removed from the main drawer.
2× burners, 1× storage space, curtains providing wind protection
Egoé cooler bag custom-made for the Camper conversion kit
bed base, bed base support, mattress

Honda CR-V
Subaru Forester
Toyota RAV4
...

Tramp

Tramp is the smallest Nestbox model. Compared to Camper, it
is characterized by a simplified structure and downsized body.
Even the smallest model offers everything you need on your
travels – a sleep set, stove, space for a cooler bag and removable
water pressure bag. You will love Tramp for its compactness and
minimalism.
Tramp includes:
3 gal. (12 l) water bag with hose, folding sink
1× burner 1× mess kit
Egoé cooler bag custom-made for the Tramp camper conversion kit (not included)
bed base, bed base support, mattress

Honda CR-V
Subaru Forester
Toyota RAV4
...

Description
of individual
modules and
components
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Stove  
The stove includes one or two burners depending on the size of the
camper conversion kit, one upper drawer for kitchen utensils, or
one large drawer for pots and pans. It also includes pieces of sheet
metal for windproofing that are housed in a practical case.

Water module
The water module is part of the kitchen set and is used for preparing food or basic sanitation. The module is simply placed into the
body of the anchored camper conversion kit. It consists of an aluminum construction with stainless steel parts and birch plywood
with resistant HPL finish. It includes a folding sink without runoff,
two 3 gal. (12 l) plastic water containers, a water pump, one plastic
drawer for storing things, a practic toiletry bag and 5 ft. (150 cm)
shower hose with head and faucet, which as a variant are used
with a plug-in quick connector. The faucet is operated by rotary
switch. The content of the module may differ depending on its
type.

Water bag with pressure shower head
The bag was primarily designed as part of the Nestbox Tramp
camper conversion kit but can also be used separately. The 3 gal.
(12 l) bag and pressure shower head are used for basic hygiene,
rinsing things or washing camping cookware. You need no
electricity to operate it and you do not have to hang the shower
head! Thanks to the pump, the water is under pressure even when
placed on the ground or inserted in the camper conversion kit.

Cooler bag
This expands the range of accessories to include a comfort feature that keeps your food cold. The bag's size efficiently uses the
specifically defined space in the Nestboxes Camper and Tramp.
The necessary climate for the bag is provided by thermal insulation materials and interior pockets intended for cooler inserts or
gel packs. You can store your shopping list in the clear pocket and
a pencil for notes in the textile loop. The volume of up to 6.5 gal.
(25 l) (Camper 5 gal. / 20 l and Tramp 6.5 gal. / 25 l) provides enough
space to store food for up to two days of your adventure.
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Basic bed base support
The basic bed base support consists of three wooden ribs used to
lay out the bed base horizontally. They are installed after folding
down the rear seats. The basic support comes with a bag used to
safely store the entire set.

Universal bed base support
This set is formed of the bed base support, often even independent of the seats. The universal support comes with a bag used to
safely store the entire set.  

Nestmattress
Quality sleep is as important on the road as at home, and
Nestmattress is its guarantee. It contains four parts that fold like
an accordion. The entire mattress is covered with easily cleanable
Mystic Aquaclean antibacterial fabric, and the underside features
non-slip material. The mattress will be a great companion not only
in the car, but also for picnics.

Camping shovel
This is a fantastic little tool ready to help in noumerous outdoor
activities, even those you have not planned. It can also be secured
to your Nestbox.

Nestpillow
A pillow for the road just like it should be. The pillow is covered
with an easily washable antibacterial fabric Mystic Aquaclean and
features a large pocket to keep items handy when you go to bed
or are simply kicking back and relaxing.

Camping hatchet
This handy hatchet becomes your indispensable camping tool. It
is specially designed for use in the great outdoors. Its compact
size lets you easily carry it in a backpack or on your belt. You can
secure the hatchet to your Nestbox with a stainless-steel bracket.

body

water module

water bag with pressure
showerhead – 12 l

stove

removable stove
(Tramp model)

fridge

cooler bag

bed (shaped bed base, bed base
support, shaped mattress)

bed (bed base with side rails,
bed base support, mattress
with side section)
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Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com
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Compatible vehicles:
Ford Transit
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
Ram ProMaster
Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com

Nestbox
Supertramp
NST SU 500
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Compatible vehicles:
Jeep Wrangler
Land Rover Discovery (LR3, LR4, LR5)
Lexus GX460
Mercedes-Benz G-Class
Toyota Land Cruiser
Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com
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Chrysler Town & Country
Chrysler Pacifica
Dodge Grand Caravan
Ford Transit Connect
Honda Odyssey
Toyota Sienna
Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com
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Compatible vehicles:
Nissan NV200
Ram ProMaster City
Chevrolet City Express
Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com
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Audi Q7
BMW X3
BMW X5
Chevrolet Tahoe
Chevrolet Suburban
Chevrolet Traverse
Dodge Durango
Dodge Journey
Ford Escape
Ford Expedition
Ford Explorer
Honda CR-V
Honda Pilot
Hyundai Santa Fe
Jeep Commander
Jeep Grand Cherokee
Kia Sorento

Compatible vehicles:
Land Rover Range Rover Sport
Mazda CX-9
MINI Countryman
Nissan Pathfinder
Nissan X-Trail
Nissan Rogue
Subaru Ascent
Subaru Forester
Subaru Outback
Subaru Tribeca
Tesla Model X
Toyota 4Runner
Toyota Highlander
Toyota Land Cruiser
Toyota RAV4
Volvo XC60
Volvo XC90

Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com
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Audi Q7
BMW X3
BMW X5
Chevrolet Tahoe
Chevrolet Suburban
Chevrolet Traverse
Dodge Durango
Dodge Journey
Ford Escape
Ford Expedition
Ford Explorer
Honda CR-V
Honda Pilot
Hyundai Santa Fe
Jeep Commander
Jeep Grand Cherokee
Kia Sorento

Land Rover Range Rover Sport
Mazda CX-9
MINI Countryman
Nissan Pathfinder
Nissan X-Trail
Nissan Rogue
Subaru Ascent
Subaru Forester
Subaru Outback
Subaru Tribeca
Tesla Model X
Toyota 4Runner
Toyota Highlander
Toyota Land Cruiser
Toyota RAV4
Volvo XC60
Volvo XC90

Didn't find your vehicle listed here? Don't hesitate
to contact us at nest@egoe-us.com
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